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HOW CAN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY HELP STUDENTS WITH DYSGRAPHIA?
Are you a teacher who has students with dysgraphia? Perhaps you are an Occupational Therapist who
receives referrals for students with dysgraphia? Maybe you are a parent wondering how can
occupational therapy help students with dysgraphia?
The first steps in helping students who struggle with handwriting
When a student shows signs of struggling with handwriting the first step is usually the response to
intervention phase where different strategies are tried with all the students in the class to improve
handwriting skills. If this is not effective for a particular student, a more intensive intervention may
occur such as additional handwriting instruction or practice time. Moving along a continuum of
interventions, if handwriting struggles continue a referral may be made for an Occupational Therapy
evaluation. (Keep in mind this continuum varies from district to district).
The Occupational Therapy evaluation results and
recommendations
Once the occupational therapy evaluation has
been completed, OT services may be
recommended if the students shows deficits in the
building blocks that are necessary for legible and
efficient handwriting. Occupational therapist may
work on fine motor skills, muscle strength in the
hands, shoulders and trunk, and visual perceptual
skills to help improve handwriting
skills. Interventions should be closely monitored
to determine if handwriting improves.
It is important to remember that some younger
students may simply need more handwriting
practice time and not direct occupational therapy
services.
What should you to do if the interventions are not helping with handwriting?
We asked two assistive technology specialists, Sue Ramin-Hutchison (Certified Teacher Consultant for
Physically & Otherwise Health Impaired Students, Assistive Technology Support Specialist and Special
Education/Section 504 Advocate) and Merri Domer (Special Needs Technology Consultant), what to do if
after interventions a student is still struggling with handwriting or is diagnosed with dysgraphia.
Ms. Ramin-Hutchison and Ms. Domer responded that when occupational therapy is not enough to help
improve a student’s handwriting in a way that is LEGIBLE, TIMELY and NOT STRESSFUL for the student,
Assistive Technology (AT) should be considered. If one or more of these 3 key things (legibility, speed
and stress level) continues to be a significant problem for a student when it comes to handwriting,
Assistive Technology for assignment completion should be considered, taught and implemented.
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At what age should you start with assistive technology for writing?
Some students may need to start learning to use AT as early as kindergarten (i.e. students with some
types of physical impairments, ADD/ADHD and ASD), while some students can “muddle through” and
use their handwriting through the beginning of 3rd grade or so. Many times, these students are
receiving OT to work on improving their handwriting skills.
If a student is still struggling with handwriting skills by mid-3rd grade and has been receiving OT for 1-2
years with minimal to no handwriting improvement, this is the time when Ms. Ramin-Hutchison and Ms.
Domer believe that OT should be discontinued and the use of AT should be taught and
implemented. There is a HUGE increase in the amount of written work in 4th grade and beyond and
these students need to be ready to meet this need “head on.” Time and time again, they see
professionals wait much too long to consider the use of AT for these students, which is so detrimental to
their well-being in just about every way. If professionals wait too long to recognize that these kids need
to use AT, they are putting them at great risk for future, academic, emotional and behavioral failure.
The great news is that these students can be SO successful in the classroom using the latest “best
practice” AT to complete the exact same assignments as their peers, even advanced math and
science! The majority of this AT is now very cost effective and easy to learn to use
How to help if a student does need assistive technology
When it is determined by school staff that the use of AT for assignment completion should be taught
and implemented for students, many times Occupational Therapists, in the US, often take on the role of
instructing the students how to use the AT.
It is very important for OTs and other school staff to know that the use of AT, in many cases, does not
mean that students should abandon their handwriting skills altogether. Once again, they should use
LEGIBILITY, TIMELINESS AND STRESS LEVEL as the 3 key things to consider as to when to teach and
implement the use of AT. If one or more of these key things is a significant issue for students, AT should
be used. If not, the student can use their handwriting.
Many students with educationally significant handwriting challenges CAN use their handwriting for
some things. BUT, it is extremely important that it be specifically structured by the school staff as to
when a student uses AT and when they can use their handwriting.
This should be “teacher directed, and teacher expected” and NOT left up to the student to decide.
If this is not done and strictly adhered to, there is a very high likelihood that the AT will end up “on the
shelf” and the student will continue to be more and more at risk every year.
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Tips from the Trenches
Ms. Ramin-Hutchison and Ms. Domer have worked with many OTs in the past in multiple Michigan
school districts as well as nationally and internationally through their website. They have found that
sometimes OTs need additional training as to what AT is “best practice.”
Much of the information about this on the internet is not current and can actually be very out of
date. Even if it IS current, it can be very difficult and frustrating to know what AT is best for both the
students and the school staff that work with them.
In their experience, they have found that working on traditional keyboarding skills can be very difficult,
or impossible, for many of these students to learn due to their fine motor and/or attentional deficits.
In addition, they have found teaching students how to use voice recognition is NOT the best first choice
for almost all students. Voice recognition does not support spelling skills, it cannot be used in multiple
environments and it cannot be used for standardized testing, among other things. It also does not
address the need for students to be able to complete worksheets and math.
They have developed an adapted method of keyboarding that can be easily taught to kids of all ages and
they can be “up and running” in the classroom typing their assignments, often in 8 weeks or less. This
method has been used in special needs schools in different areas of the US and the OTs have been
amazed on how easy it is to teach and how quickly and well it works!
Resources to Help Students with Dysgraphia

The resource guides, Assistive Technology, Implementation Methods
& Educational Resource Recommendations for Kids with Written
Output Disorders and our Special Edition for Kids with ASD, have
been created to help OTs, other professional and parents take the
“guesswork” out of trying to decide what really is “best practice” AT
for kids with written output disorders – as well as how to teach their
method of adapted keyboarding and the best ways to implement
this AT in the classroom. Purchasers of the Guides are also given the
access information to the “Guide Updates” page on their website
where they are continually posting new information about AT for
kids with written output disorders as it becomes available. This
always keeps the guides current and up to date. FIND OUT MORE.
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WHAT IS MOTOR PLANNING?

What is motor planning? Motor planning is the ability to create an idea, plan an action and execute that
action. It is a complex process that requires cognitive thought, sensory input and a motor action.
Why is motor planning important?
We need to use motor planning for many activities of daily life. A clear example of motor planning is
learning how to negotiate through an obstacle course. Other activities that require motor planning are
everyday tasks such as tooth brushing, walking in a classroom around desks and chairs, using playground
equipment or creating artwork.
How can you help children develop motor planning?
There are many ways to help children develop motor planning. The most important way is to PRACTICE,
PRACTICE, PRACTICE. Children need repetition to learn and execute motor actions. Here are some
additional suggestions to help children develop motor planning:
•

Break down the skill into smaller parts. If teaching how to jump rope first show them how to
turn the rope without jumping. Practice just jumping over the rope without turning the rope.
Then practice turning and jumping.

•

Modify the activity. You may to simplify the activity or modify the environment. For
example, when teaching dressing, arrange the clothes in the proper order of how the child
should put the clothes on.

•

Follow a routine. It can be easier for a child to motor plan new skills if they know what to expect.

•

Practice new skills with the same materials as often as possible i.e. practice putting on the same
coat or use the same jump rope each time.

•

Provide verbal and visual cues when teaching a new skill.

•

Use simple one or two step motor commands when giving directions.
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•

Keep it fun! Here are some suggested activities that challenge motor planning skills: obstacle
courses, playing games that require several steps to complete an activity, hopscotch and hand
clapping games.

6 additional activity ideas to practice motor planning skills

Ninja Clothes Pin Clip Activity – find the matching Ninja, move your body like the Ninja and clip the Ninja
to the circle. Download the Ninja Free Activity.

Motor Planning with Pool Noodles – here is a super easy set up but challenging activity to encourage
motor planning skills, coordination and body awareness. Cut up pool noodles lengthwise and lay them
on the floor in different directions. Ask the child to jump from noodle to noodle keeping the pool noodle
between the feet. Watch a video of it in action.
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Box Balance Game – Watch the video at YourTherapySource to see how to play the Box Balance game to
encourage balance skills, motor planning, body awareness, eye foot coordination and right/left
discrimination.

Here is a fun, new freebie from the latest download, Simon Says. Print off these 9 cards to play a quick
game of Simon Says. Can the children copy the body poses exactly? These are 9 samples cards from the
HUGE collection of body position cards from the complete Simon Says download.

Try this rhythmic timing and motor planning activity with a small group. Trickier than it looks! Clap,
Snap or Tap motor planning group game

This Move Like Me freebie includes 2 sample pages for children to practice motor planning, crossing
midline, body awareness, timing, rhythm, coordination and physical activity. Follow the movement
patterns on the children pictured focusing on timing and rhythm of completing the actions.
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CORE EXERCISES FOR CHILDREN – POSTURAL PAINTING

Need a new idea for core exercises for children? Here is a fun twist on painting that will also encourage
strengthening of the core muscles.
Hang up some paper on the wall. We hung it up on some cardboard in case the kids paint off the paper.
Put some paint on a tray. The child can lay of the floor on his/her back.
To get those abdominal muscles working, the child then puts both feet in the paint, lifts up and presses
feet against the paper. Make sure the child keep the small of the back flat on the floor as they lift the
feet.
For some extensor strengthening (back muscles) put the child over a ball or bolster. The child puts
his/her hands in the tray, lifts up and presses hand against the paper.
To increase the difficulty, see if the child can hold his/her upper body off the ball and glide his/her hands
all over the paint.
Have a bucket of water or wipes close by to clean up the feet and hands when all done.
The Core Strengthening Handbook: This download includes 50+ activities including:
•

Quick and Easy Core Strengthening Activities for Kids

•

Core Strengthening Exercises With Equipment

•

Core Strengthening Play Ideas

FIND OUT MORE.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND MEMORY PERFORMANCE IN CHILDREN

A recent article in the Psychology of Sports and Exercise reported on a study examing the effects of
specifically designed physical activities on children’s foreign language vocabulary learning and
attentional performance. The researchers examined physical activity and memory performance in
children.
Methodology of the Study on Physical Activity and Memory Performance in Children
The participants included 104 children, 8-10 years old, who were divided into three groups:
•

an embodied learning condition consisting of task-relevant physical activities.

•

a physical activity condition involving task-irrelevant physical activities.

•

a control condition consisting of a sedentary teaching style.

The program lasted 2 weeks with four learning lessons. The students had to learn 20 foreign language
words.
Each child was tested on their memory performance after completion of the program and on their
focused attention immediately after one learning session.
Results on the Study on Physical Activity and Memory Performance
Following the 2 week program and data analysis the results indicated the following:
•

both the embodied learning and the physical activity condition improved children’s memory
performance.

•

the children enjoyed both physically active learning sessions more than the sedentary lessons.

•

the children’s focused attention, however, did not differ between the three conditions.

The researchers recommended including physical activities during the school day.
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Resources for Physical Activity in the Classroom

Movement Flashcards – Movement Flashcards digital download includes 10 aerobic exercises with
flashcards templates. Students can get physical activity while reviewing material. The 10 aerobic
activities include: run in place, jumping, hopping, squats, lunges, skipping, twists, cross crawls, jumping
jacks and marching. Each page includes a picture image of the aerobic exercise along with a blank
template to type in 18 flashcards. You choose what to work on for academic material. FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT THE MOVEMENT FLASHCARDS HERE.
Resources for Memory Skills

The Working Memory, Hemisphere Integration and Attention Building Bundle includes 2 digital
downloads that offer cognitive remedial tools to strengthen working memory, attentional skills, mental
flexibility, and processing speed. The fun NO PREP activities have been created by Dr. Erica Warren, a
learning specialist, and educational therapist. FIND OUT MORE.
Reference
Reference: Schmidt, M., Benzing, V., Wallman-Jones, A., Mavilidi, M. F., Lubans, D. R., & Paas, F. (2019).
Embodied learning in the classroom: Effects on primary school children’s attention and foreign language
vocabulary learning. Psychology of Sport and Exercise, 43, 45-54.
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SPRING COLOR BY NUMBER – FREE PRINTABLE
Are you in search of a Spring color by number to entertain and
engage the children? Then look no further, this FREE spring
color by number is just what you are looking for.
How to Complete the Color By Number
All you have to do is print the page (bottom of this post) and
provide the children with 7 different colored crayons, markers
or paints. You will need yellow, gray, pink, green, red, black, and
blue.
The child colors in the sections based on the number written in
the section to create a beautiful Spring picture.
Benefits of the Color By Number
When children complete color by number they are practicing the following skills:
•

visual motor skills

•

visual scanning skills

•

number recognition

•

fine motor skills

•

visual spatial skills

More Spring Time Fun
If you need more Spring time puzzles, check out the Spring Activity Book digital download. It includes
puzzles. mazes, and more all with a fun Spring theme. No prep needed – just print and play! Perfect for
indoor recess, early finishers, morning work or anytime! The activity book was created by Growing Play
and is in black and white for economical printing.

Download your FREE Spring Color By Number Here
You can download your FREE color by number here.
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HOW TO HELP WITH EMOTIONAL DYSREGULATION IN CHILDREN

Do you feel like children seem to have more difficulties with self-regulation? Maybe your own children
or you see other children acting out more than ever. Parenting has changed so much over the last few
decades making the job impossible on many days. Here are a few suggestions to help with emotional
dysregulation in children.
Did you know that children’s abilities to self regulate and control their emotions are influenced by their
environment? View more about why self-regulation skills are important in this short video.
What Has Changed Over the Last 10 Years?
First, stop and think about the daily routines of today. We know self-regulation skills are crucial for child
development so what has changed over the last 10+ years that may affect how
children expereinceemotional dysregulation.
1. Kids ride in the car way too long! Years ago many families only had one car. Kids walked or rode
their bicycle or you just didn’t go. All that riding in the car, kids start to get impatient. tired, and
stressed.
2. Kids play organized sports too young or too many hours of organized sports a week. Participating in
organized sports requires the ability to follow multi-step motor commands, waiting for your turn and
following rules. Many young kids are not ready developmentally to even do that for a 60-90 minute
practice. Older kids can’t hold their emotions together after hour upon hour of structured, rigorous
practice. When I was a child, organized sports did not start until 5th grade. Now it starts as young as 2
years old.
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3. Families eat out more often which translates into more waiting. With dual income households or
single working parents, after a long day at work making dinner can be difficult. Gone are the days that
dinner is on the table waiting for the kids after playing outside after school.
4. Helicopter parenting. Parents are right on top of their kids. Do this, don’t do this, share, make nice,
blah blah blah (guilty as charged sometimes). Kids sometimes don’t even get a chance to make a
decision. We try so hard for them to avoid conflict that when it does occur they are not ready for it.
5. Families are in a state of constant rushing. There is no time to dawdle, jump in a puddle, or watch
the clouds float by. Frequently, work comes home with parents. Thanks to email and cell phones, gone
are the days when you left your job and 5:00 and didn’t think about it again until 9:00am. Rush, rush,
rush to the next scheduled activity. When little ones pass by a dandelion and can’t make a wish, stop
and search for the perfect rock or walk along the curb they get grumpy.
6. Kids zone out on television or technology all day long. Years ago you could only watch children’s
programming certain times per day. Otherwise, there was complete junk on tv so you turned it off. You
went and found other things to do when you were bored instead of zoning out with a tablet.
7. Kids have more homework. This cycle begins at a very young age. Preschoolers have homework.
Elementary school and older can have hours of homework. This makes for very little downtime in
children’s lives.
8. Children have less time to learn to be independent. It is easier for parents to just do it for the kids
sometimes rather than slow down and let the children do it themselves. When a toddler wants to put on
his own shoes and mom/dad has to run off to work, the toddler melts down when all he/she wants to
do it be independent.
9. Kids don’t play outside enough. When I was a child and we would get rambunctious, our mother
would yell “go outside!” and she didn’t mean for 5 minutes. We would head outdoors for hours, burn
off steam and be ready to come indoors for dinner with our bodies and emotions in control.
10. Children have less recess time during the school day. If you had to sit all day long, listening to a
teacher, following rules and never getting a break you will be at risk for a meltdown too!
How Can Parents Avoid Meltdowns or Emotional Dysregulation in Children?
First and foremost, as parents, we need to advocate for more unstructured, free play for children to
help them to develop self-regulation skills. This can be done at your child’s school and at home.
Here are a few changes that you can make to your family schedule to help children learn how to stay in
control:
1. Cut down on extra car rides – combine errands on the way home from work, don’t sign up for
extracurricular activities that are far from home or walk whenever possible.
2. Don’t sign up young kids for too many organized activities. Let younger children just play indoors or
outside. They will most likely get more physical activity playing outdoors when compared to waiting
their turn at a team sport practice, dance class or language lessons. For older kids, do not sign up for
more than one activity at a time. Make sure that children have some downtime each day.
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3. Eat meals at home more often. Pre-plan menus for the week to make it easier to prepare meals at
home.
4. Stop hovering. Back off from your children in certain situations. This has been a big game changer
for me. Years ago, when our four oldest children were not school age I spent hours at the parks or story
hours. I hovered like crazy constantly telling my children to share, wait your turn, etc. It definitely
makes for nice manners which is important but I interfered way too often, eliminating their ability to do
that on their own.
5. Slow down and smell the roses! I know life is busy, trust me! Just try to occasionally slow down and
let the children go at their own pace. Maybe start with only 15 minutes a day where you just slow
down, sit on the floor or dawdle behind them letting them lead.
6. Unplug everyday for a certain amount of time. Follow the American Academy of Pediatrics
recommendations to limit screen time to 2 hours or less per day. This will be difficult at first if it is new
to your family, but trust me over time your children will be more engaged, creative and
independent. They will be bored on occasion but will find things to do on their own. Start out offering
some suggestions of what to do when the screens go off ie. read, crafts, activity books, etc.
7. Create a structured homework routine to get it completed as efficiently as possible to allow for free
time. Distractions will make it harder to complete the work so turn off the television, keep an organized
space and encourage children to focus on their work. Allow for physical activity prior to homework so
the child’s brain is ready to focus.

8. Allow some extra time when you are getting ready, preparing meals or chore time. Even 5 minutes
more can be enough time for your child to tie their own shoes, put on their coat, wash a few dishes or
pour a bowl of cereal. Check out these suggestions in the video to help children to be independent!
9. Kids should play outside every day for at least 6o minutes a day. That’s it, plain and simple – head
outdoors!
10. Advocate for more recess time and open-ended free play. Parents can be vocal at the school
district requesting daily recess. Have play dates for your children without a significant amount of
structure.
Resources to Help with Emotional Dysregulation in Children
IMPROVING SELF-REGULATION SKILLS FOR ALL STUDENTS
HOW TO IMPROVE EMOTIONAL SELF-REGULATION AMONG CHILDREN WITH AUTISM AND ATTENTION
DISORDERS
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PRACTICE SELF-REGULATION SKILLS WITH VISUAL SUPPORTS AND GAMES
If you need more ideas to practice self-regulation skills wtih children Self Regulation Skills Curriculum.

Self- Regulation Skills Taught: This curriculum provides an effective, time-efficient structured system to
provide classroom breaks, improve self-awareness and self advocacy and teach specific self-regulation
skills so that kids have tools to use in their classrooms. This system will get kids moving, give them the
benefits of a brain power boost [from getting their heart rate up], give them heavy work and isometrics
to help them calm down, and help them learn techniques to quiet and control their bodies in order to
return to their academic work. FIND OUT MORE.
Use Visual Supports to Practice Self-Regulation Skills
Work on creating meters that range from too slow, just right and too fast. Provide children with visual
examples of people or objects moving too slow, just right/focused/attentive and too fast.

Check out Too Slow, Just Right or Too Fast – Visual Supports for SelfRegulation. The digital document includes 11 visual supports to help
children practice self-regulation skills.
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Need more visual supports for self-regulation skills?
Visual Supports: Schedules, Self-Regulation, & Classroom
Inclusion includes 283 visuals to help reinforce and practice selfregulation skills. The pictures are color coded, engaging, and
easy for children to understand. Visual supports for selfregulation can be pivotal in implementing an IEP in the least
restrictive environment. Find out more about this digital
document.

Need Help with Emotions?

Emotions Packet encourages children to practice fine motor skills, visual
motor skills and more with 5 activities and 10 worksheets that explore
emotions.

Here are even more suggestions to change your own actions to help prevent emotional dysregulation
in children
As adults, we can help maintain a calm, predictable environment for children. Try these 5 suggestions
below to prevent emotional dysregulation in children.
1. Talk in a low, calm voice. If we start the activity out with a quiet, low, calm tone of voice
children will model our behavior.
2. Minimize your own movement. Stay in one place while you give your children directions so they
can focus their attention on one location.
3. Minimize your own gestures. Try not to only stay in one place but also try to start the activity
out minimizing your gestures. Avoid talking with your hands, pointing and general fidgeting
yourself.
4. Change the lighting. If possible dim the lighting to encourage children to return to a calm state
with their bodies ready to listen and participate.
5. Direct the child’s attention to an area that is organized, clutter-free and has limited visual
distractions. Perhaps have an area in the room that has decreased visual input. Position
yourself in that area so the child can focus their attention directly on you.
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SELF CHECK HANDWRITING FREE BOOKMARKS
Do you work with students who need a few extra cues to self
check handwriting by themselves? Many students may have
some or all of the components for legible handwriting but
don’t always put all the pieces together.
Components of Legible Handwriting
Students can self check their handwriting in the following 5
areas:
1. Letters are the correct size and shape.
2. Write the letters on the line.
3. Handwriting should be neat.
4. There is proper spacing between letters.
5. There is proper spacing between words.
Practice, Practice, Practice
Legible handwriting requires practice time. Research indicates that interventions that did not include
handwriting practice and those that included less than 20 practice sessions were ineffective (Hoy, 2011).
Read more on evidence-based research on why students need traditional handwriting practice here.
Reviewing how to self-check your own handwriting is also important. Using the free bookmark, go over
the steps with the students. Practice looking over one of the student’s handwriting samples and
determine if he or she is self-checking correctly.
Try letting the student be the teacher. Write a handwriting sample with some errors. Have the student
check your handwriting sample going through the 5 checkpoints on the free self check handwriting
bookmark.
Download your FREE Handwriting Self Check Bookmark
Click here to download your FREE self check your handwriting bookmarks. It is one full page with 3
bookmarks to cut apart.
Resource for Self-Assessment - Do you work with students who struggle to be
motivated, engaged, persistent, organized, or self-regulate? These are the skills that
students need to achieve success in school. The Self-Assessments and Checklists for
Good Work Habits help improve self-regulation skills, maintain classroom
expectations, routines, work habits, and behaviors.
Reference:
Monica M. P. Hoy, Mary Y. Egan, and Katya P. Feder. A Systematic Review of
Interventions to Improve Handwriting. Canadian Journal of Occupational Therapy February 2011 78: 1325, doi:10.2182/cjot.2011.78.1.3
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SCREENING TESTS FOR VESTIBULAR DYSFUNCTION IN CHILDREN

The Hearing Journal recently published research on screening for vestibular dysfunction in children with
hearing impairment. Children with hearing impairment frequently experience vestibular dysfunction but
it may go unreported.
Research on Vestibular Dysfunction in Children with Hearing Impairment
Research indicates that children with hearing impairment may have vestibular loss as well. This may be
indicated by the following:
•

children who exhibit hearing and vestibular loss may learn to walk later.

•

bike riding, and other balance related gross motor skills may be difficult to learn.

•

reading acuity may be impaired.

It also important to keep in mind that cochlear implant failure may be directly related to vestibular loss.

Screening Tests for Vestibular Dysfunction in Children
Several screening tests have been used to determine vestibular dysfunction in children with hearing
impairment. For example, using a cutoff of four seconds was the most sensitive measure for identifying
the risk a total vestibular loss on the balance subsection of the Bruininks Oseretsky Test of Motor
www.YourTherapySource.com

Proficiency II. Children with greater hearing loss and who exhibit gross motor delays (sitting after 7.25
months and walking after 14.5 months) may require comprehensive vestibular testing.
Pediatric audiologists at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital use 4 tests to screen for vestibular ocular reflexes
and balance. If anyone does not pass any of the 4 screening tests, the children are referred for
comprehensive vestibular testing. The 4 screening tests are:
•

Head Impulse Test (read more here)

•

Dynamic Visual Acuity Screening (watch a video of the Dynamic Visual Acuity test)

•

Single Leg Stance

•

Standing on Foam with Eyes Open/Closed

Results of the Screening Tests for Vestibular Dysfunction in Children
The research indicated that the children who were referred for comprehensive screening at the
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital exhbited the following:
•

50% of the children had bilateral vestibular loss

•

31% had peripheral vestibular system involvement

•

one child had a normal examination

•

two children had central vestibular dysfunction

The children with vestibular loss began treatment for vestibular rehabilitation.
Reference: Castiglione, M., & Lavender, V. (2019). Identifying Red Flags for Vestibular Dysfunction in
Children. The Hearing Journal, 72(3), 32-34. Read the full study here.
Resource to Help Children with Balance Skills
25+ Bilateral Coordination Exercises is a collection of bilateral coordination exercise sheets
to encourage bilateral coordination, motor timing, motor planning, muscle strengthening,
and balance skills. Find out more.

Resource to Help Children with Sensory Processing
The Sensory Lifestyle Handbook (digital download) is your strategy guide for turning
sensory diets and sensory activities into a sensory lifestyle. This ebook is filled with
information on the sensory system and the whole child, sensory diets and how to
create a lifestyle for sensory success.
Read More on the Vestibular System
VESTIBULAR EXERCISE PROGRAM HELPS INCREASE BALANCE AND AGILITY
10 CALMING VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES FOR THE CLASSROOM
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IMAGINE FIRST, WRITE NEXT – MENTAL IMAGERY AND HANDWRITING
Since 40% of all school-based referrals to occupational therapy are for handwriting, the Canadian
Journal of Occupational Therapy published research on the effectiveness of mental imagery with
repetitive handwriting practice.
Methodogy of the Study on Mental Imagery and Handwriting
Practice
The participants in the study included 20 typically developing first
and second graders with dysfunctional handwriting. Each student
participant had decreased scores on three or more variables of the
Minnesota Handwriting Assessment (MHA), a referral to
occupational therapy for handwriting, and low, average or high
scores on the Kids Imaging Ability Questionnaire.
All 20 students participated in repetitive task practice twice a week
for 4 weeks, then engaged in mental practice combined with repetitive task practice for the same
duration. For evaluation, the Minnesota Handwriting Assessment was completed at baseline, after
repetitive task practice, after mental practice and at follow up.
During the mental practice, the students mentally rehearsed the letter with an internal imagery focus.
The students were instructed to close their eyes, see each letter through their own eyes and to imagine
themselves making the handwriting movement of the letter presented (all while hugging a soft toy to
prevent them from actually making the movements).
Results of the Study on Mental Imagery and Handwriting Practice
Following data analysis on mentall imagery and handwriting practice, the following was revealed:
•

when the mental practice was combined with repetitive task practice, the children significantly
improved and retained an increase on all variables (rate, legibility, form, alignment, size, and
spacing) of the Minnesota Handwriting Assessment.

•

when only repetitive task practice was performed, the only significant improvement occurred in
handwriting form.

The researchers concluded that cognitive intervention with physical practice improves handwriting
variables.
Reference: Saleem, G. T., & Gillen, G. (2019). Mental practice combined with repetitive task practice to
rehabilitate handwriting in children. Canadian Journal of Occupational Therapy, 0008417418824871.
Handwriting Practice Resources
Handwriting Repair – Occupational Therapy Tools for Blocked Handwriting Interventions
Visual Perceptual and Handwriting Practice Pages
Handwriting Bundle
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DUAL TASKS AND WALKING IN CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
Gait and Posture recently published research on dual tasks and walking in children with cerebral palsy
compared to typically developing peers.
The participants included 18 children with cerebral palsy and 19 typically developing controls. Both
groups had an average age of 12 years old. Participants were recorded during a simple walking task, 5
dual tasks (walking + cognitive tasks with increasing cognitive load), and 5 simple cognitive tasks (while
sitting). Gait was analyzed along with cognitive performance throughout each of the tasks.
Results
Data analysis indicated the following:
•

gait performance decreased in both groups as dual
tasks cognitive load increased.

•

the participants with cerebral palsy performed
significantly worse than typically developing group
in every task (including the simple task).

•

dual task costs were similar in both groups.

•

a task effect was found for the majority of the gait
parameters.

The researchers concluded that the decrease in gait performance from dual tasks may generate
underestimated difficulties for children with cerebral palsy in daily-life situations. It is important to keep
this in mind when evaluating gait.
Reference: Carcreff, L., Fluss, J., Allali, G., Valenza, N., Aminian, K., Newman, C. J., & Armand, S. (2019).
The effects of dual tasks on gait in children with cerebral palsy. Gait & posture.
Resources for Children With Cerebral Palsy
Teaching Motor Skills to Children with Cerebral Palsy and Similar Movement Disorders
Therapeutic Play Activities for Children
Additional Recent Research on Children with Cerebral Palsy
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND WALKING IN CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY OVER TIME
EXAMINING GROSS MOTOR PROGRESS IN CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
EDUCATING CAREGIVERS IMPROVES SELF CARE AND MOBILITY SKILLS IN CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL
PALSY
EXERCISE INTERVENTIONS FOR CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
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BREATHING EXERCISES FOR KIDS THAT ARE FUN!

Are you looking for children to practice deep breathing? Deep breathing exercises can be an excellent
stress management technique for children. In addition, it is an important step to improving core muscle
strength. Here are some breathing exercises for kids that are FUN!
Blow air to spin a pinwheel.
Blow regular bubbles.
Head outdoors and use different household items to blow bubbles. Watch the video below for ideas.
Put a straw into a cup with a little water and dish soap. Blow bubbles! Remind them not to breath in
though!
Good old fashioned “spit balls” – grab a straw, using your thumb and index finger wad up a small piece
of paper, get it wet in your mouth, stick it in the end of the straw, take a deep breath in, put the straw in
your mouth and blow the “spit ball” at a target.
Pom Pom Races – use a straw to blow pom poms across the table or the floor to a finish line.
Art Projects- use a straw to blow paint across the paper. Check out this Frozen themed idea.
Make a snowstorm or rainstorm in a bag. Maybe a party in a bag with confetti.
Party blowers!!!! Yeah for kids – not so much for adults… Same can be said for whistles but it does help
with deep breathing.
Birthday Party Play Dough – put birthday candles in a play dough birthday cake and pretend to blow the
candles out.
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Give each child a feather and a straw or just use your mouth. Can you keep the feather up in the air?
Use a straw to pick up small objects to move somewhere else. For example, put small pieces of colored
paper on the table. Have a piece of paper with a large cupcake drawn on it and glue on the top of the
cupcake. The child puts a straw in his/her mouth, sucks up the small piece of paper and transfers it onto
the large cupcake for sprinkles.
Pretend to be a fire breathing dragon. Tape strips of orange and yellow tissue paper to end of a large
milkshake straw and blow.
Use a “breathing ball” to demonstrate and learn how long to inhale and exhale. A “breathing ball” is a
ball that opens and closes i.e. Hoberman sphere ball.
10 Benefits of Deep Breathing Exercises for Kids
1. Decreases stress.
2. Reduces anxiety.
3. Helps you to remain calm.
4. Strengthens sustained attention.
5. Sharpens the ability to focus and learn.
6. Slows the heart rate.
7. Lowers blood pressure.
8. Helps to control your emotions.
9. Promotes appropriate social behaviors.
10. Encourages happiness.
Additional Resources for Deep Breathing Exercises for Kids
Children will be able to master certain deep breathing techniques better than others. Teach various
deep breathing exercises to children so they can determine which ones are most beneficial.
Give it a try with this FREE Bumble Bee Breathing Break. Download your FREE breathing break here (a
tab will open in a new window). This is from the Breathing Breaks complete packet.

Bumble Bee Breathing and all the Breathing Breaks are a
great activity to teach children to help them to tune out
stress, to relax and to get the mind ready to learn.
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Here are some suggested times throughout the day to try Bumble Bee Breathing with children:
1. Before the school day begins.
2. After recess to help calm the class.
3. After a brain break.
4. Following a kinesthetic lesson.
5. After lunch.
6. Before a test.
Give the children some time to learn how to do the bumble bee breathing. Make sure they understand
the benefits to the exercise and try and keep it serious. Children can get silly easily so remind them to
stay focused and mindful on their own breathing.
Check out the complete Breathing Breaks packet.

Breathing Breaks: This digital download is a collection of 16 deep breathing exercises and 3 tip sheets.
Deep breathing exercises can help to decrease stress, reduce anxiety, remain calm, strengthen sustained
attention, sharpen the ability to learn and more! This packet includes 16 full page breathing exercises
and 3 tips sheets in color or black and white. In addition, the breathing exercises are provided 4 to a
page to make smaller cards or booklets. FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION.
If you need more calming activities check out:
Calming Strategies for the Classroom
Self Calming Strategies
Emotions Packet
Calm Down Cards
Yoga in the Classroom Bundle – includes deep breathing exercises
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PRE-WRITING SKILLS – WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT?
Pre-writing skills are necessary to master in the early
years for many important reasons. Just like children
need to walk before they can run, students need to
master pre-writing skills before they can have legible
and efficient handwriting.
What are Pre-Writing Skills?
Pre-writing skills or handwriting readiness involves
practicing writing different shapes and fine motor skill
development. Children move along a progression of
learning how to make marks on paper. At first,
children begin to scribble on paper. Then children
learn to make marks on paper along a timeline starting
at around 2 years of age:
•

vertical lines

•

horizontal lines

•

circle

•

plus sign

•

square

•

diagonal lines

•

X

•

triangle (about 5 years+)
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In addition to the pencil control required to write the lines and shapes, children also need:
•

adequate muscle strength in the fingers and hands

•

postural control to remain upright while doing seat work

•

visual motor integration skills

•

attention span and focus

•

visual perceptual skills to determine the size and shape

•

bilateral coordination (one hand to write and one hand to hold the paper)

•

efficient pencil grasp

•

object manipulation

•

motivation

•

motor planning

•

cognitive awareness of the task

Why are Pre-Writing Skills Important?
Pre-writing skills are the building blocks for efficient handwriting. Research indicates the following:
•

early fine motor writing skills are an important school readiness skill associated with later
academic success.

•

writing by hand in the early years helps to support the development of reading skills.

•

kindergartner’s visual-motor integration skills predict achievement in reading, math, writing and
spelling.

In This Age of Technology Why Do We Need Pre-Writing and Handwriting Skills?
You may wonder why do we even need these skills if we are such a technology driven society? Research
reveals that there are many benefits to having legible and efficient handwriting skills such as:
•

teachers give higher grades to assignments produced with more attractive writing and
that are “easy to read” rather than those produced with less attractive writing.

•

difficulties with handwriting may influence the writer’s attention, requiring them to focus more
on the writing and less on the thought process of what to write.

•

children with handwriting difficulties may develop negative experiences of writing, including
frustration, decreased self-efficacy, and poor motivation.

•

handwriting requires fine motor control and fine motor activities stimulate the prefrontal cortex
(part of the brain that helps with self-regulation and executive function).
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What Can You Do to Help Children Develop Pre-Writing Skills?
There are many activities that can help children develop pre-writing skills. It is important to remember
to encourage children to play and interact with real world objects throughout the day to help
develop fine motor and visual perceptual skills. In addition, children need gross motor play, outdoor
time, and physical activity to develop the postural control necessary for pre-writing and handwriting
skills.
Here are a few suggestions to help children develop pre-writing skills:
•

fine motor skill practice: lacing beads, play dough, interlocking building blocks, finger games,
craft projects, buttoning, and more.

•

free time to scribble, draw and interact with pencil and paper.

•

working on a vertical surface

•

pencil and paper pre-writing tasks

Resources for Pre-Writing Skills

The Prewriting Bundle includes all 11 digital downloads to provide prewriting practice for early
writers. Start students on the right path to form good writing habits prior to letter formation or use to
practice the skills necessary for legible handwriting.
Reference: Dinehart, L. H. (2015). Handwriting in early childhood education: Current research and future
implications. Journal of Early Childhood Literacy, 15(1), 97-118.
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FREE PRESCHOOL SIGN-IN SHEET – DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE
Many preschool classrooms have children sign in
each day by writing their first name. For some
students this is achievable but for many it
encourages poor handwriting habits. During the
early preschool years, children are not
developmentally ready to form letters. This FREE
preschool sign-in sheet is developmentally
appropriate for the early preschool years to help
children practice writing lines.
How to Use the FREE Preschool Sign-In Sheet
When signing into the class or during morning
work, students can practice writing horizontal lines
with this freebie instead of focusing on letter
formation. This helps students solidify early writing
skills before having to write letters.
Print the sign in sheet (download below) and an adult writes the child’s name on the paper and the
week. Each day of the week, the student signs in by completing the visual motor section on the
worksheet. For example, on Monday, a student who is working on horizontal lines would sign in by
starting at the GO dot on Monday and ending at the STOP sign. The next day the student would repeat
the sign in under the Tuesday section.
This freebie is from the complete Weekly and Daily Sign In Sheets for Early Writers.
The Weekly and Daily Sign In Sheets for Early Writers provides a progression of pre-writing skills.
The goal of the Weekly and Daily Sign In Sheets is to:
•

infuse the day with pre-writing skills in the student’s natural environment

•

prevent bad habits from developing when writing letters

•

practice visual motor skills

The Weekly and Daily Sign In Sheets for Early Writers is included in the prewriting bundle.
Download your FREE Preschool Sign-In Sheet - Download a FREE Weekly sign in sample sheet.
More Preschool Resources
Movement Songs
ABC’s of Active Learning
Move Like Me
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FINE MOTOR SKILLS ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS

Fine motor skills activities are crucial to a child’s overall healthy development. Children need hours and
hours of play time and practice to develop the small muscles in the fingers and hands and coordination
skills to manipulate objects. These skills begin to develop and birth and continue to improve throughout
childhood development. Below you will find fine motor skills activities and ideas to help encourage
healthy development.
Why are Fine Motor Skills Important?
Fine motor skills can be defined as the dexterity and coordination of the small muscles in the hands and
fingers. Children and adults use fine motor skills every single day. We use fine motor skills to: get
dressed, eat, draw, write, type, and more! When someone has difficulties with fine motor skills, these
everyday skills can be very difficult to master.
Fine Motor Skills Activities for Infants
Play time is so important for infants to develop fine motor skills. Babies need floor play to develop the
postural control and shoulder muscle strength to provide stability for the hands and fingers to develop
fine motor skills. Therefore, early on the building blocks of fine motor skills are developed through gross
motor skills such as playing in prone, rolling over, sitting up, and crawling.
Babies need to move, coordinate and receive sensory input through touch and proprioception in order
to develop postural stability to free up the hands to manipulate objects and achieve dexterity.
Here are 10 fine motor skills activities and ideas for infants to help get you started (always supervise):
1. Floor play visually attending to colorful objects.
2. Lay under a play gym and freely move arms towards the objects.
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3. Use wrist or ankle rattles to encourage the infant to move his/her arms and legs.
4. Move an infant toy so the baby can visually track the toy. The baby can start to reach for the toy
with one or both hands.
5. Free play on an infants’ side encourages the infant to bring their hands together.
6. Holding baby toys.
7. Reaching for baby toys or people’s faces.
8. Picking up small blocks or toys.
9. Dropping toys.
10. Banging toy on table or floor.

Fine Motor Skills Activities for Toddlers
As babies get older and begin to progress with their fine motor skill development, parents and child care
providers can begin to offer new play opportunities. Toddlers are busy moving from one activity to the
next so don’t expect long attention spans. Although for certain fine motor activities, some toddlers may
engage in repetitive tasks completing the same task over and over for a extended period of time if they
are highly interested.
Here are 10 fine motor skills activities and ideas for toddlers to help get you started (always
supervise):
1. Poke at squishy objects (ie food play, squish toys, etc.) with their index finger.
2. Put objects inside containers (recycled plastic jars are perfect for this).
3. Scribbles on paper.
4. Build towers with blocks.
5. Bang toys together.
6. Mirror play – hands can touch and interact with a mirror on the wall.
7. Picking up Cheerios or other small foods.
8. Water play with small sponges.
9. Practice pouring liquids for outdoor play or in bath.
10. Turn pages in books.
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Need More Fine Motor Ideas?

The Basics of Fine Motor Skills is a comprehensive overview of fine motor development that includes
age-appropriate fine motor activity suggestions for kids of all ages. Written by Heather Greutman,
COTA, the Basics of Fine Motor Skills explain which skills are important for fine motor development and
what fine motor development looks like in children at all age levels. FIND OUT MORE.
Fine Motor Skills Activities for Preschoolers
As children continue to develop, always be providing “just right” fine motor skills activities for young
children offering practice and the opportunity to build new skills. Preschool classrooms such be rich in
fine motor activities and centers to encourage further fine motor skill development. These skills are
essential for success in the classroom as the children get older.
Don’t forget to always be including gross motor skill activities to strengthen the shoulder girdle and core
muscles to provide the stability for efficient fine motor skill development.
If you need help with fine motor skill curriculum for preschoolers, Hands First for Learning has a unique
vision and philosophy that desires to link health and wellness with kindergarten readiness skills to
support the academic success of young children. The resources provide educators, therapists, and
parents with activities to develop fine motor and gross motor foundational skills in both the general
education and special education populations. The Hands First for Learning books are published by two
experienced occupational therapists, Laurie Donovan and Alison Hales and Tama L. Hampton, MA, CCCSLP. With over 25 years experience working in public schools, the authors understand the needs of
school systems, parents, teachers, therapists, and children.

Here are 10 fine motor skills activities and ideas for preschoolers to help get you started (always
supervise):
1. Coloring on paper.
2. Painting on easels.
3. Play dough activities.
4. Build towers with small blocks.
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5. Lacing beads or objects.
6. Early scissor skill practice.
7. Using glue.
8. Folding paper.
9. Using interlocking blocks.
10. Playing with stickers.
Elementary School Related Fine Motor Skills
As children enter elementary school the stakes are raised even higher on fine motor skill development.
Students need to have all the building blocks in place in order to have legible handwriting to write
letters, take spelling tests, and complete math assignments. Technology is frequently not introduced for
writing assignments until third grade and later so the early years have a focus on written assignments.
Without proper fine motor skill development throughout a child’s lifespan prior to school, tasks such as
handwriting, using math manipulatives, managing school supplies, and more can be very difficult.
When the foundational skills of strength, coordination, and knowledge are not well consolidated,
children struggle to perform fine motor tasks. READ MORE ON THIS SCHOOL FINE MOTOR SKILLS HERE.
More on Fine Motor Skill Development in Children
Fine motor skills and reading
Fine Motor Skills, Visual Function, and Reading in Children
Predicting Handwriting Using Reading, Fine Motor, and Visual Motor Skills
Link Between Reading, Visual Perception, and Visual–Motor Integration
Fine Motor Skills and Vocabulary Development
Fine Motor Skills Linked to Numerical Skill Development
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SELF-CARE IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
Developmental Medicine and Child Neurology published a longitudinal study on 290 children with
cerebral palsy aged 18 months to 5 years of age. The study examined the relationship of self-care in
preschool children with cerebral palsy and manual ability.
Methodology of the Study on Self-Care in Preschool Children with Cerebral Palsy
Each participant was evaluated for self-care using the Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI).
At 5 years of age, each child manual ability was classified using the Manual Ability Classification System
(MACS). The children were classified as follows:
•

113 in level I (47%)

•

61 in MACS level II (25%)

•

24 in MACS level III (10%)

•

14 in MACS level IV (6%)

•

30 in MACS level V (12%).

•

Measures were also taken at 18 months, 24
months, 30 months, 36 months, 48 months, and
60 months of age.
Results of the Study on Self-Care in Preschool
Children with CP
Longitudinal data analysis indicated the
following:
•

self‐care development at 60 months of age was negatively associated with the severity of
manual ability impairment.

•

Distinct self‐care developmental trajectories were found with estimated changes in PEDI self‐
care scaled scores per month: 0.61 for MACS level I, 0.46 for MACS levels II, 0.31 for MACS level
III, 0.16 for MACS level IV, and 0.03 for MACS level V.

•

Children classified in MACS level V had the lowest level of self‐care skills at 18 months and
showed no progress in self‐care development.

Conclusion
The researchers concluded that self‐care performance was highest in children with greatest manual
ability. The PEDI trajectories can help clinicians to predict or monitor self‐care performance and assist
with goal setting.
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Reference: Burgess, A., Boyd, R. N., Ziviani, J., Ware, R. S., & Sakzewski, L. (2018). Self‐care and manual
ability in preschool children with cerebral palsy: a longitudinal study. Developmental Medicine & Child
Neurology.

If you need manual activity ideas, check out Therapeutic PLAY Activities for Children. The digital
download includes 100 play activity pages and 12 tip sheets. The play activities encourage the
development of fine motor skills, bimanual skills, rolling, crawling, tall kneeling, standing balance and
cruising with a strong focus on children with cerebral palsy.
Read more research on children with cerebral palsy
DEVELOPMENT OF MOTOR PERFORMANCE CONTINUES FOR YEARS IN INDIVIDUALS WITH CEREBRAL
PALSY
BIMANUAL DAILY ACTIVITIES – INTERESTS INFLUENCE OUTCOME IN CHILDREN
ACTION PLANNING AND EXECUTION IN CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
BENEFITS OF STRUCTURED BIMANUAL SKILL PRACTICE
GROSS MOTOR FUNCTION AND MANUAL ABILITIES IN CEREBRAL PALSY
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A TWIST ON TIC TAC TOE – FREE PRINTABLE
Are you in search of a twist on tic tac toe? Trust me, Tic Tac Toe
is a great game when you need to practice turn taking,
handwriting skills, visual spatial skills, and logic. But after awhile
it can get repetitive. This free printable is a twist on tic tac toe
that includes coloring and scissor skills practice!
How to Play Snip Tac Toe
Print out the freebie below. Color and cut out the small cards at
the bottom of the page. Give 5 of the same cards to player one
and 5 of the other cards to player two. Take turns placing your
card on the tic tac toe board. When you get 3 of your cards in a
row across, down or diagonally you are the WINNER!
Ways to Modify Snip Tac Toe
For some students, using scissors can be very difficult. If your students need extra help with this activity
try:
1. Precut the 10 objects at the bottom of each page into 2 strips of 5 objects. The student will only
have to cut on about a 1” straight line.
2. Highlight or darken the lines to guide the student where to cut if necessary.
Check out the Complete Snip Tic Toe Packet
Snip Tac Toe – Color and Cutting Game digital download includes 26 tic tac toe
games from A to Z to color and cut. Students can practice fine motor skills,
visual motor integration, and scissor skills all while having FUN!
FIND OUT MORE about the complete packet!
Download your FREE Twist on Tic Tac Toe Printable
Click here to download your FREE Snip Tac Toe Letter Bb Game

More scissor skill games and resources:
Color, Cut, and Glue Complete Packet – Fine Motor and Visual Perceptual Skills
Flip and Snip Scissor Practice Game
Simple Cut and Glue Sudoku for Children
Cut, Sequence, Paste and Draw – Alphabet
The Scissor Skills Book
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